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ABSTRACT 

Stability parameters for stabilized methods in fluids are suggested. The computa

tion of the largest eigenvalue of a generalized eigenvalue problem replaces controversial 

definitions of element diameters and inverse estimate constants, used heretofore to com

pute these stability parameters. The design is employed in the advective-diffusive model, 

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the Stokes problem. 

RESUMO 

Parâmetros de estabilidade para métodos estabilizados cm fluidos são sugeridos. 

A computação do maior autovalor de um problema de autovalor generalizado substitui 

definições controvertidas de diâmetros de elementos e constantes de estimativas inversas, 

usadas até aqui para calcular estes parâmetros de estabilidade. A proposta c aplicada 

ao modelo adevectivo-difusivo, equações de Navicr-Stokes incompressível e no problema 

de Stokes. 



1. Introduction 

Stabilized finite element methods are formed adding to the standard Galerkin 

method perturbation terms, which are functions of the Euler-Lagrange equations 

evaluated elementwise, so that consistency is preserved. The perturbation terms 

are constructed to enhance stability of the original Galerkin formulation, allowing 

convergence of a variety of simple finite element interpolations in various applica

tions. For background the reader is referred to [2-3,5-15] and references therein. 

One of the questions that has often raised some controversy is on uhow much 

of the perturbation term one has to add to obtain the desirable effects of additionai 

stability with high accuracy". This question can be alternatively stated as "how 

to design the stability parameters that achieve our goals". The answers to these 

questions are often associated to the convergence analysis of the particular method 

in a particular model. In these .analyses, it becomes clear that, to obtain optimal 

convergence rates, these parameters are frequently mesh-dependent. 

Realizing that the additional terms should be mesh-dependent has caused var

ious reactions, mainly from "pure" analysts that had to swallow notions of "up-

winding" and "numerical dissipation" without really digesting them... Questions 

such as "what the mesh parameter h is in these methods" has become common

place and perfectly reasonable for specialists that do not deal with the intricacies 

related to the numerical simulations of flows and other complex models. 

In recent developments of stabilized methods for flows, the design of the sta

bility parameters has been readdrcsscd [6,7]. A particular feature of the stability 

parameters proposed in these works is the inclusion of inverse estimate constants 

as part of their definition. As a consequence, desirable features of the stability pa-
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rameters are preserved for high interpolations, without the restrictions that should 

only affect diffusion dominated regions. However there are two drawbacks in these 

designs: i) the need to compute the inverse estimate constant, ii) and the usual 

dependence on the mesh parameter h. Recently, Harari and Hughes [11] have 

made various computations of inverse estimate constants and mesh parameters. 

It turns out to be too cumbersome to evaluate the inverse estimate constant in 

certain situations. Only for rather simple mesh structures (such as uniform mesh, 

or rectangles only, etc.) one can do such computations explicitly. To do these 

computations an associated eigenvalue problem is used. 

In this note we use an associated eigenvalue problem to define the stability 

parameters, so that no explicit computation» of inverse estimate constants are 

needed, nor the computation of mesh parameters. This second feature is possibly 

the most interesting: from the presentation one can design stabilized finite element 

methods without recourse to mesh parameters! 

In the next section, we consider these designs of the stability parameters to 

the simple advective-diffusive model, and then we extend it to the incompressible 

Navier-Stokes equations, including the Stokes problem as the diffusive limit when 

the advection term is zero. 

2. Designing Stability Parameters 

2.1 The advective-diffusive problem 

As a first model problem, let us consider the advective-diffusive problem of 

finding u such that 

a • Vw - «Au = / in f), (1) 
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11 = 0 on r (2) 

where a(x) is the given velocity field with V • a = 0, *c is the diffusivity and 

/ (x) is a source function. The problem is defined on a open bounded domain 

ft C RN,N = 2,3 with a polygonal or polyhedral boundary J\ The homogeneous 

boundary condition (2) suffices for our discussion, and can be simply generalized 

for more complex situations such as non-homogenous Dirichlet combined with 

Neumann boundary conditions. 

To introduce the finite element methods, consider a partition CK of II into el

ements consisting of triangles (tetrahedrons in JR3) or convex quadrilaterals (hex

ahedrons) performed in the usual way (i.e., no overlapping is allowed between any 

two elements of the partition; the union of ail domains K reproduces ft, etc.). 

Quasiuniformity is not assumed. We also employ the following notation: 

R (K\ — Í ^ ( ^ O if ^ ' s a triangle or tetrahedron, 
* * — I Qm (K) if A" is a quadrilateral or hexahedron. 

where for each integer m>0,Pm and Qm have the usual meaning. 

The scalar field u is approximated in the following standard finite element 

space: 

Vk = {v € H2(fl) |«|K € Rk(K), KeCh}, (3) 

where HQ(SI) is the Sobolev space of functions with square-integrable value and 

derivatives in ft with zero on the boundary T, and the Hl-noxm will be denoted 

by H i . 

The stabilized finite element method we wish to consider is the Galerkin-least-

squares method studied for this model in [14]: find u* € H such that 

B(vh,v) = F(v) veVh (4) 
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with 

B(«,») = ( a V « , v ) + (<eV«,Vt>)+ £ ( a - V U - K A U , T ( « - V V - I C A V ) ) * (5) 

and 

**(») = ( / ,v)+ £ ( / ^ ( a V v - K A i ; ) ^ (6) 
X€C» 

where (-, •) denotes the £2(ft)-inner product, with L2((l) being the space of square-

intcgrable functions in ft; (-, -)K denotes the X2(/f )-inner product. We will use 

||-||o and HIloA to denote the £a(0)- and 1?(K)- norms, respectively. 

The stability parameter r in (5) and (6) has a new design for k > 2 given by: 

r = 2 £(Pe*(x)) (7) 
VA*|a(x)|F 

P e * M =dSõ (8) 

<pyw)-{^W ^ j f ^ 1 (9) 

A*= max L ,?'* ,#€£* (10) 

w*)i,=í(EÍVr(fr • ,sp<~ o») 
l max|ai(x)| , p = o o 

Remarks 

1. The design given above excludes the linear interpolation case, it = 1. It is only 

valid for high order interpolations. 

2. The formulae (7)-(ll) resembles the definition given by eqs (26)-(31) of [7]. 

In that reference an inverse estimate constant was used to define the method. 
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Here, instead, we define a parameter Ax by eq.(10), which ("secretly speak

ing at this moment") carries the inverse estimate constant and the element 

diameter values implicitly. 

3. Contrary to the usual definition of the Peclet number Pe&', we consider in 

eq.(8) a replacement of the mesh parameter A* (and in the case of reference 

[7] the inverse estimate constant value as well) by XK ' . As discussed below 

in Remark 5, XK takes into account both the mesh parameter hK and the 

value of the inverse estimate constant, implicit in its definition. At the same 

time XK is well defined for any type of distortion of the element, as long as 

we keep within the scope of the definition of a 'regular' clement as given in, 

e.g., Ciarlet [4]. The main advantage of formulae (7)-(ll) is that there are no 

extraneous dubious parameters in the definition of r. The sources of potential 

controversy have been all condensed in the definition of Ax, which in turn 

is uniquely determined once the geometry of K is set and the degree of the 

polynomial k is selected. 

4. The parameter XK is calculated by computing the largest eigenvalue of the 

following generalized eigenvalue problem defined for each K: Find W\ € 

Rk[K)/Si and A such that 

(Awh,&v)-X{Vwh,Vv) = Q Vv6Rk{K)/R (12) 

In practice to simulate the quotient space Rk (K)[R, we fix a degree of freedom 

to zero and solve for the remaining ones. The largest eigenvalue is computed 

using the power method as described in, e.g., Bathe [1]. 

5. The standard inverse estimate at the element level associated to this model 
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reads: 3C* > 0, independent of the element diameter hx such that 

Ck E * & | A « £ * < «Vv||S, W € Vk (13) 
K€Ck 

See [4] for a proof. Now by definition of XJC in eq.(10), it follows from (13) 

that 

V = ChhK (14) 

This is the link between the \K parameter with the inverse estimate constant 

Ct and the mesh parameter hx • Contrary to previous designs depending on 

the inverse constant as in [7], here the use of XK is free from the nonstandard 

definitions of C* and h§( as suggested in [11]. 

The convergence, analysis of GI-S with this design of r can be done similarly as 

in [7]. The main difference here is that inverse estimates are not needed. Instead, 

by definition of A# from eq.(10) we have 

A * l | V t > | | ^ > | | A * / o K€Ch VveVh (15) 

and this is used to establish stability as follows. First note that from (7)-(9), for 

Pe* > 1: 

T = 2 frWI» ] < * m 
V\K |a(x)|„ áVXK K Pe/f ~ 2\KK{X) * ' 

Since by definition the equality sign of (16) holds for Pe# < 1 therefore it follows 

that the bound (16) is valid for all PeK > 0. 

Now, by definition (eq.(5)), and using that V • a = 0 and n is supposed 
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(17) 

constant: 

B(v,v)=(aVv,v) + ic||Vt;||5 + |ÍT , / ,aVV | |*-2 £ (aVv.ricA*)* 
K€C* 

+ E |r"» «A-ft, 

^llVvllJ + iWr^a-Vvllg- £ «r1/2 «Av l^ 
Jf€Cfc 

Note that from (15)-(16) the last term in (17) can be estimated as follows 

£ IT"* «At*»* = E \\(TK)^K^Av\\ltK 
tccck Kec„ 

< E ^-WMl* (by (16)) 

<f|V»B (by (15)) 

Therefore combining this estimate with (17) implies 

B{v,v) > \(K\\VV\\1 + Hr1" a. Vvf0) (18) 

The following convergence of u& solution of (4)-(6) to u solution of (l)-(2) follows 

in the norm (18): 

*l|V(«k -t*)l|2 + | |r*/'a- V(uh -«) | |J 

< C E h%\u\l+hK (H(Pejr - l)ft* sup|a|, + H(l - Pe* )K) 

(19) 

where H( •) is the Heaviside function given by 

To establish (19), besides (18) we need an interpolation estimate for this particular 

design of r that can be obtained as Lemma 3.2 of [7] using the relation between 
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Ax with Ck and hjc given by eq.(14). This is the only instance that we need an 

inverse estimate in the analysis: to obtain the rates of convergence. Otherwise, 

the entire analysis goes through without ever needing (14) or (13). 

2.2 The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 

Let us consider the steady state incompressible Navier-Stokes given by: 

(Vu)u-2vVe(u) + V p = f in ft, (21) 

V u = 0 in H, (22) 

u = 0 on T, (23) 

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, v is the viscosity, e(u) is the symmetric 

part of the velocity gradient and f is the body force. 

Employing a partition Ck of the domain ft as dicussed in section 2.1, we may 

introduce the following finite element spaces: 

V* = {v € H*(nf Iv^ € Rk{Kfy K€Ch), (24) 

PK = {p € C°(íl)O Ll(Çl) |p,K € R,{K), KeCk), (25) 

The stabilized finite element method we wish to consider is the "minus" formu

lation studied in [6] that can be written as: Find u» € V* and p* € Pk such 

that 

B{uk,Ph;v,q) « F(v,9), V(v,9) € V* x Pk, (26) 

with 
B(u,p; v,9) = ((Vu)u, v) + (2**(u),e(v)) - (V • v,p) + (V. u,9) 

+ ( V u , i V v ) ( 2 7 ) 

+ £ ((Vu)u + Vp - 2vV • e(u), T((VV)U + Vq - 2eV • e(v)))K 
K6Ch 
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and 

f (v , 9) = (f, v) + E (f, T((Vv)u + V? - 2*V • c(v))) K (28) 
K€Ck 

Similarly to the previous section, we wish to consider the following desing of the 

stability parameters r and 6 for k > 2: 

6=\^kaReK{x)) (29) 

r - « * * < " » (30) 

ArM*)l, 

"*W-#h (31) 

4vA/fi/(x) 

í ( R i í / , ( x ) ) = | 1 . R e ^ x ^ l ( 3 2 ' 

A* = max MT "/^^TP0'^ '*€<:* ( 3 3 ) 

{ max |u,(x)| , p = oo 

Remarks 

1. The design given above excludes linear velocity interpolations. However, pres

sures may be linearly interpolated or higher, i.e., / > 1. 

2. Similarly to the previous section, the parameter A# is computed as the largest 

eigenvalue of the following generalized eigenvalue problem defined for each K: 

Find wh € (Rk(K)/M)N and \K such that 

(V • i(wA), V • £(v)) - A*(VWA, Vv) = 0 Vv G (Rk{K)/Il)" (35) 

This problem is solved for the largest eigenvalue by the power method. 
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3. For this model the relevant inverse estimate reads: 3C* > 0, independent of 

the element diameter A#c > such that 

Ck E hK | |V. c ( v ) | | ^ < B«(v)nS , Vv € Vfc (36) 

Again, as in eq.(14), by definition of A* in (33) combined with (36) yields 

A* = Ckh\c (37) 

The same link of A# with C* and hx holds in this model. 

4. We wish to reiterate that the present design of the stability parameters (29)-

(34) is free from controversial definitions of the element diameter hx and from 

how to compute inverse estimate constants Ck- Once a mesh is set-up and the 

finite element approximation polynomial is selected, ther problem (35) can be 

solved once and for all to determine each parameter \K in the entire mesh, 

i.e., for K € £/». This can be done in a pre-processor before entering the loop 

of the non-linear algorithm (e.g. Newton-like) to solve the nonlinear set of 

discrete equations associated to (26)-(28). 

5. Convergence analysis taking into account the present design of the stability 

parameters, can be performed for a linearized model similarly as in ref.[6]. As 

pointed out in section 2.1, inverse estimates are no longer needed to establish 

stability and carry out the entire analysis, up to the point where interpolation 

estimates results are needed to characterize the rates of convergence. The 

analysis considerations for this case are similar to what is described in sec

tion 2.1, which combined with the analysis presented in [6] yields a similar 

convergence result. 
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Finally, if we consider the Stokes problem given by 

-2/iV • e(u) + Vp = f in ft, (38) 

V--i = 0 in ft, (39) 

u = 0 on r (40) 

and approximate velocity and pressure by the standard finite element spaces given 

by (24) and (25), the method given by eqs. (26) to (28) reduces to: Find u* 6 V^ 

and pi € Ph such that 

B(uh,Pk; v,9) = F(v,q) (v,9) € Vh x Ph (41) 

with 
B{u,p; v,q) = (2/ic(u),e(v)j - (V • v,p) + (V. u,q) 

+. E (Vp - 2/iV • e(u), r(Vg - 2/iV. e{v)))K 

KeCh 

(42) 

and 

F(v, q) = (f, v) + £ (f, r(V7 - 2/iV • «(v))) K (43) 

with 

r-sb <44> 
. llv-t(v)IRK _ , , .... 
\K = max „ , .,,, , K eCh (45) 

Remarks 

1. Thti stabilized method (41)-(43) was proposed in [5] as a modification of the 

method introduced in [12-13]. It is clear from the stability analysis of this 

method that any positive parameter r renders this method stable. However, 
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from numerical experience, better accuracy is obtained for a choice near the 

design given in (44). 

2. The design of the stability parameter r is obtained by taking the limit as 

Rex —» 0 in (30)-(34). It can be viewed as the diffusive limit of the general 

situation of advective-diffusive incompressible flows governed by the Návier-

Stokes equations. 

3. Concluding remarks 

Guidelines are given for designing stability parameters for stabilized methods 

in fluids with the following features: 

i) The parameters do not depend on element diameters (nor mesh parameters). 

ii) The parameters do not depend on inverse estimate constant calculations. 

iii) The parameters are obtained in association with the solution of a generalized 

eigenvalue problem, which gives a measure on the combination of mesh pa

rameter and inverse estimate constants. This eigenvalue can be obtained for 

any type of regular element (including distorted ones). 

The presented guidelines encompass previous works [6,7] simplifying the re

quirements of computing inverse estimate constants. It is interesting to see how a 

finite element analysis tool such as the inverse estimate was included in the design 

of these parameters in [6,7] and here is invited to be in the background, so that 

by simply including the solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem, the same 

features discussed in [6,7] are achieved here, without the drawback of having to 

compute inverse estimate constants and the mesh size (or element diameters), 
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